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In an effort to respond to a socially and ethically driven imperative to address world issues more 
holistically, this paper focuses on the relationship between architecture and interior design and how 
this might be redefined to accommodate increasing demands for multidisciplinarity and 
transdisciplinarity. It is argued that working against this are conceptions of architecture and interior 
design that reflect an acceptance of the inside/outside binary in which each binary element is 
understood as being independent of, and for the most part, in opposition to the other. To establish a 
way of confronting the duality of the architecture/interior design binary and other associated 
binaries, research both from inside and outside the design disciplines is considered. The outcome is 
an appreciation of binary structures where the terms are understood as implicating each other 
through an interweaving relationship of folding. This is supported by an overarching 
‘intercorporeality of existence’ which emphasises the fluidity of being and the integral and dynamic 
connection of body and world. Rather than deny the existence of a membrane or a disciplinary 
boundary, intercorporeality of existence regards the boundary as complicit in the process of mutual 
capture and of providing for a resonance which moves us to the in-side of the limit, a ‘groundless 




The study described in this paper was generated from a desire and at times need to move beyond the 
boundary of a discipline. While the paper acknowledges the strengths of discipline-specific 
knowledge and discourse, it also recognises their limitations particularly in a dynamic and multi-
dimensional world and explores how relationships involving disciplines can be redefined. People 
may argue that this is already occurring. More and more, design firms are diversifying. Sometimes, 
this involves designers from various design disciplines working on the same project; sometimes it is 
nothing more than designers from more than one discipline working in the same office with each 
undertaking his or her dedicated ‘discipline’ project. Whatever the form of collaboration however, 
the autonomy of the discipline usually remains paramount. This is the case even in academia where, 
as in private practice, competition tends to create a defensive and rigid mentality. Despite being 
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located within the same school, design disciplines including architecture and interior design remain 
largely separate and autonomous. 
 
Changes currently taking place in academia involve an increasing requirement and incentive for 
research that is collaborative. While the sceptical side of me sees this as being driven by an 
economic imperative (particularly where ‘collaborative’ equals ‘partnerships with commercial 
enterprise’) underpinned by naïve conceptions of collaboration, the more optimistic side sees it as 
reflecting a wider socially and ethically driven imperative; one that demands a greater focus on the 
relationships between and across disciplines as well as concern ‘beyond all discipline’1. In an effort 
to respond to this and to better understand what the relationship between architecture and interior 
design (and other disciplines) could be the study uses as an analogy the inside/outside binary. The 
following section shows how this is supported by a methodology which brings together viewpoints 




For the purposes of this study, research is conceptualised as the conjoining of speculative thought 
and action in systematic, rigorous and ethical ways2. In this study, I am uncertain as to what may 
emerge from a cross-disciplinary investigation of the inside/outside relationship. Richardson in 
Janesick3 describes the incorporation of various disciplines in the research process as 
‘crystallization’. According to Richardson, this approach recognises the need to look at things from 
different perspectives in order to develop ‘a deepened, complex, thoroughly partial understanding of 
the topic’.4  ‘And it is perverse, for while [the outside] is placed always relative to the inside, it 
observes no faith to the consistency of this inside’.5 The process of confronting the inside with the 
outside and vice versa, of opening up potential and possibility, is essentially a creative act which 
depends upon an attitude and behaviour that actively encourages serendipity; the exploration of 
idiosyncratic features; flexibility and adaptability; heuristic interaction; and critical reflection in and 
on action. It must be stressed that this process is not random or unethical nor does it lack rigour 
rather it is one which accords strictly with the substantive and procedural tenets of qualitative 
research and critical-interpretive philosophy. What it does not attempt to do is to pre-empt the 
outcome. ‘If we continue to follow standard behavioural science methods of establishing what we 
plan before we do it, we undermine the power of our discipline to offer something distinctly new 
and useful to research’.6  
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On one level the study located research associated with the inside/outside binary. From outside the 
design disciplines, this included research in philosophy, social and cultural studies, psychology, 
information technology, archaeology, communication and media studies, education, medicine, and 
the arts incorporating visual art, installation art, performance. From the design disciplines, research 
literature encompassed architecture, interior design, landscape architecture, and planning. 
Overlaying and interconnecting this is research conducted from within various ‘movements’ such as 
phenomenology, modernism, postmodernism, structuralism, poststructuralism, and feminism. 
Sometimes this research addresses design related issues, at other times it focuses on issues aligned 
with other disciplines. To further open this exploration, I use the practice of painting to explore my 
personal existential understanding of inside/outside. These paintings are of my experience at and of 
points in a building where inside and outside merge and overlap; points such as windows, doors 
decks and so on. The following section gives a brief overview of the study to date. While 
incomplete, the study shows promise in providing a basis for thinking differently about 
relationships between disciplines such as architecture and interior design. 
 
At the in-side of the limit: Confronting the in-side/out-side duality 
 
The selection of domestic spaces as one of the concerns of my study reflects a desire to represent a 
female and feminist view of interior spaces as experienced at the physical edge of everyday 
domestic life. In one of the first paintings I completed called ‘Line of Flight’, female embodiment is 
conveyed in the folding and contorted movement of a sheet as it threatens to transgress the limits of 
a balcony. This dynamic state of ‘becoming’ is intensified by the threat of a counter action of the 
outside in the form of vegetation growing over and protruding through the balustrade. Or is it the 
inside threatening a counter action of the outside; the female of the male; interior of exterior; 
interior design of architecture? As is the tendency with binary structures, one term is usually 
understood in opposition to the other or as having less or no value. According to Irigaray7, this 
latter case is evident in a patriarchal society typified by the binary of ‘man’ and ‘non-man’.  
 
To confront the duality of binary structures and their inherent limitations (and strengths), the study 
considered other related binaries such as subject/object and mind/body. In architecture, one of the 
most pervasive analogies used to define its activity has been the body and the order of nature as 
measured externally and reflected in the symmetry of built form.8 A study undertaken by the 
Architectural Association of Ireland of Bernini’s ‘David’ illustrates how an understanding of body 
can move from one of proportion to one of ‘a dynamic process of internal relations’.9 ‘While 
[these] relations have exteriority insofar as the object is a material presence what is exterior is the 
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presentation of pure interiority’, an interiority that ‘eschews any reduction to the instant’.10 What 
defines the body of David in this sense is the way in which the elements of clothing rather than 
being seen as adornment or ornamentation are seen as a continuous surface with the body; a site 
which refuses to privilege any one position and through its infinitude of relations becomes a 
condition of possibility.11 A spatial concept based on relations among parts is conveyed in 
mereotopology, a theory used in medicine to represent and think more qualitatively about the 
structure of the human body. As opposed to a geometric conception of body spatiality, 
mereotopology describes spatial relations in terms of parthood, overlap, and connection in an effort 
to grapple with concepts of interior and boundary and to reason more effectively about foreign 
occupants of the body such as implants.12 While I have yet to explore this area more fully, 
mereotopology appears to be useful in drawing together the concept of relation with connection and 
for illustrating how an understanding of connection depends on a reciprocal understanding of 
disconnection, in the process suggesting that there are additional dimensions to the notion of 
connection as continua that perhaps are not adequately covered in literature to date.  
 
The notion of connection as a continuum of folding has been used by various researchers in trying 
to overcome binary dualism. Inspired by the work of Jacques Lacan, Grosz13 uses the Mobius strip 
to redefine the relationships involving mind and body, self and other, interiority and exteriority as 
ones of torsion where via twisting one binary aspect drifts into the other and vice versa; where there 
is a ‘coexistence of two sides without thickness such that we pass from one to the other by 
following their length’14. Central to this is a rethinking of skin and surface. For Grosz, the skin is 
the ‘…loci of exchange between the inside and the outside, [the point] of conversion of the outside 
into the body and of the inside out of the body’.15 Similarly, Deleuze describes the skin as a 
membrane that ‘carries potentials and regenerates polarities’.16, 17  
 
Elements of this understanding are reflected in contemporary Media Studies literature which 
describes the body as the medium, its corporeal dematerialisation and destratification being made 
possible by a conception of the body as a conglomerate of ‘non-linear strata’ and ‘interacting 
accumulations.18 ‘The skin and other organs, thus freed, have taken on the role of pure mediation, 
of flat screens, of the sur-face on which the body as such is produced.’19 In architecture, this 
flatness has resulted from the implosion of inside and outside producing situations where the 
buildings have become the surface itself, where depth is replaced by ‘deep surfaces’.20 What this 
generally represents is a collapse between inside and outside where the outside is regarded as a 
reflection of the inside.21 More recently, however, some architects such as Elizabeth Diller and 
Frank Gehry are proposing something beyond this, namely an understanding highlighted by Grosz 
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that regards the outside as a virtual condition of the inside.22 To this end the question remains as to 
whether this is essentially an exercise in the manipulation and treatment of form relying 
substantially on digital technology and (ironically) the binary code and succeeding only in 
producing a rhetorical as opposed to ontological shift.23 There is also the concern that the implosion 
of interior and exterior equates to a psychotic schizophrenic state; a collapsed subjectivity24; in turn 
producing a psychasthenic oblivion25. 
 
As well as challenging traditional limits in architecture, technology has also allowed us to redefine 
the boundaries of our body shifting us from a state of ‘being’ to a state of ‘becoming’.26 This is 
illustrated and questioned in a series of performances by the French artist Orlan where a surgeon 
operates on her face to replicate what are traditionally considered to be classically beautiful features 
such as the Mona Lisa’s forehead but which results in something ‘freakish’, something that falls 
outside what is considered ‘normal’. According to Smith27, Orlan’s aim in redefining the use of 
surgery is to reject the reaffirmation of our normality through the transformation of our skin and to 
reveal the horror of the procedure itself, of ‘watching the boundary of the skin give way so easily to 
make room for implements, silicone implants, the camera, our gaze’.  
 
Examining Orlan’s performances further, Stephanie Springgay proposes that Orlan is inviting artists 
and the audience to re-think binaries that are based on the notion of ‘or’, such as self or other, 
private or public encouraging instead a reconsideration of ‘and’ described in this context as the 
‘intercorporeality of existence’.28 For Springgay, the model of intercorporeality allows an 
interrogation of the boundaries of the body without resorting to dichotomous thinking. This is 
facilitated by theories that engage with the monstrous, altered, and masquerading body by not 
positioning it in opposition to the ideal or normal body but rather by connecting us all to these 
aspects of fluid subjectivity.29 In relation to binaries, Springgay is proposing an understanding of 
the binary elements as implicating each another through an interweaving relationship of folding. In 
the operation of folding, however, folds are neither distinct nor are they absorbed into each other. 
‘…in a folded relationship there is a doubling within a fold, as in when a fold is unfolded this is not 
the reverse of a fold…rather the fold is turned back on itself – touching. The fold as 
intercorporeality recognizes that bodies interact and overflow, become enmeshed and are 
contiguous’.30 Unlike mask and disguise which re-enforce a binary of oppression-resistance, 
masquerade as interrogation involving touch, fantasy and performance allows us to appreciate 
existence as corporeality, a being as flesh where the body is not an external projection but bound up 
within a lived understanding of the world.31 For the painter Francis Bacon as well as for Merleau-
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Ponty, the world as well as the body is flesh, and the blood of the flesh is time. ‘The flesh of the 
flesh-and-blood Time is polymorphous, porous, and promiscuous, interior and exterior…’.32
 
The fluidity of ‘being’ explored in the previous writing reveals an understanding of skin as 
something more than a membrane. It is not a plane that divides the body from the world or the 
world from the body as distinct entities. Neither is it a surface defined in opposition to depth, nor a 
ground upon which everything is arranged.33 Rather, it is ‘a groundless ground where the divine 
semiotic intercedes’ as in the case of the nose in the middle of our face, the interstice of which is 
overcome by the operation of differentiation where the binocular regions overlap enabling a ‘whole’ 
to emerge.34 Moving beyond the limit of the interstice involves and represents a becoming with the 
world. ‘[The] immediate contact of the Inside and the Outside through mutual capture means that I 
become the world only insofar as the world, at the same time, overruns me and leads its infernal life 
deep within me, making me be or giving me the consistency of the very act that overflows me and 
throws me outside myself’ and, ultimately, ‘…inside and outside cease to be’.35
 
This concept of mutual capture is reflected in one of my paintings I referred to earlier. As described 
in a previous article36, the force of the wind is evident in the contortions of the sheets; of the sun 
and light in the fact that there is form and colour, reflection and shadow. Shadows of the balustrade 
and Banksia transgress the floor conspiring with their actual counterparts to disrupt the privilege of 
the inside. While one view of the sheet presents it as a shield, the corner of the sheet is convulsed 
beyond the boundary line opening up access to the horizon, its ‘flesh’ and ‘blood’ qualities mirrored 
in the flowering Banksia and its movement and inherent power silhouetted in, perhaps escaping 
through, the palm frond top left. A challenge through containment is made by the empty basket 
located at the bottom stabilising as well as disturbing the composition of the painting. This is 
reinforced through what is primarily a complimentary colour palette. 
 
What is also evident in the painting is how ambiguity and contradiction create resonance. The 
metamorphosis characteristic of Francis Bacon’s figures is achieved by setting expression and 
content in resonating disequilibrium.37 With reference to Bacon’s work, Deleuze writes: ‘A systolic 
force moves from the field to the figure, enclosing and constricting the figure, and a diastolic force 
passes from the figure to the field as the body undergoes an intensive deformation…a contorted 
athleticism in which the body is seized by a convulsive effort to escape itself…’38 In a previous 
article39, I relate this concept of a projective being to that of body image and of how this connects 
body and environment. According to Grosz, the understanding of the body as a postural body is 
conditioned by the body image, itself defined by the space surrounding and within the subject’s 
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body40, leading in turn to an understanding of that which is incorporated into the body image (for 
example, the sheets and balcony of ‘Line of Flight’) as a phantom limb. This is not the projection of 
the internal in the external. Body image is rather external and internal.41 The description of the body 
image in this way, confronts traditional conceptions of space as void and space as setting. 
According to Merleau-Ponty, the differentiation of matter in terms of objects involves a figure-
ground relationship where bodily space is ‘…the background against which the object as the goal of 
our action may stand out…’.42 In this way Merleau-Ponty is advocating an understanding of space 
as experientially linked to the spatiality of our body through action; a situation where movement 
and background ‘…are in fact only artificially separated stages of a unique totality’.43 This 
understanding provides further support for Deleuze and Guattari’s conception of subject and object 
as a series of flows, energies and intensities, the provisional linkage of which produces an 
‘assemblage’ with no central organisation. ‘Their law is rather the imperative of endless 
experimentation, metamorphosis, or tansmutation, alignment and realignment’.44
 
The discussion in this section confronts the inside/outside duality by proposing that the terms be 
understood as implicating each other through an interweaving relationship of folding rather than as 
separate entities which predisposes the binary to an understanding in oppositional terms. This was 
supported by an overarching concept of the ‘intercorporeality of existence’ which emphasises the 
fluidity of being and the integral and dynamic connection of body and world. Rather than deny the 
existence of a membrane, intercorporeality of existence regards it as complicit in the process of 
mutual capture and of providing for a resonance which moves us to live at the limit of ourselves. 
 
At the in-side of the limit: Redefining the Architecture and Interior Design Relationship 
 
The previous section invites us to redefine the boundary of a discipline as a membrane that ‘carries 
potentials and regenerate possibilities’45. This is considered necessary for responding more 
effectively and responsibly to world issues that demand a holistic approach and the application of 
different and new types of knowledge and skill. For interior design and architecture, the boundary 
has been complicit in creating an architecture/interior design binary of oppression-resistance. This 
binary in many ways mirrors the inside/outside binary where the building wall has traditionally 
established a line of demarcation for the activities of the interior designer and the architect. ‘One of 
the most profound legacies of the eighteenth century, then, may be its sharp distinction between the 
practice of interior architecture and exterior architecture – even when the practitioner is the same 
person. That is, the terms of design engagement alter when the design conditions change. And no 
distinction is more critical than interior versus exterior’.46  But as the previous discussion shows, 
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the wall as boundary can no longer sustain this role when the wall is redefined as fold and folding 
and the boundary between body and space becomes ‘polymorphous, porous and promiscuous’. 
 
The architecture/interior design binary can also be reconsidered by differentiating between 
architecture and interior design as disciplines and architecture and interior design as professions. 
Erosion of dualism and of professional jealously is much more possible when we focus on the 
discipline defining it not only in terms of specific knowledge but also as discourse providing for a 
unique way of looking at the world. Here we have the basis for a productive as opposed to 
competitive understanding of difference establishing a situation where each discipline can be 
strengthened because of their interconnection with the other.  
 
Overall then, I am not arguing for the dissolution of discipline boundaries. On the contrary, when 
understood as a ‘groundless ground’ and the discipline as ‘an infinitude of relations’ or ‘an 
assemblage with no central organisation’, I regard boundaries as crucial for generating new 
possibilities; for providing an edge out of which and on which events become and grow47; and just 
as importantly for playing a role in helping the waking life ‘to fold the world so we can endure it, so 
that everything doesn’t confront us at once’48 or collapse into a state of psychasthenic oblivion49. 
The effectiveness of crossdisciplinarity, in particular multidisciplinarity and transdisciplinarity, 
depends on this redefinition. With this frame of reference it should be easier in multidisciplinary 
collaboration to ‘…assume a fundamental respect to each other and each other’s disciplinary bases; 
of taking up the burden of making or explaining and persuading others of one’s disciplinary 
conclusions; of forgoing the opportunity for disciplinary silence and retreat when asked to explain 
ourselves’50.  
 
Unlike multidisciplinarity which operates at the limit of each discipline, transdisciplinarity as the 
name infers transgresses discipline boundaries. Its concern is ‘…that which is at once between the 
disciplines, across the disciplines, and beyond all discipline. Its goal is the understanding of the 
present world, of which one of the imperatives is the unity of knowledge’51. Philosophically, 
transdisciplinarity subscribes to an ‘ethics of preservation’ characterised by: ‘…respect for the other 
in spite of all differences; solidarity with others in the satisfaction [of] their basic needs for survival 
and for transcendence; and cooperation with the other in the preservation of the common natural 
and cultural patrimony52. In general, it recognises a tumultuous world of rapid change53 and 
multidimensionality54. Unlike interdisciplinarity and multidisciplinarity, transdisciplinarity is 
associated with new modes of knowledge production incorporating metaphors of plurality and 
relationality as opposed to universality and certainty55. ‘Images of boundary crossing and 
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crossfertilization supersede older images of disciplinary depth and compartmentalization. Isolated 
modes of work are supplanted by affiliations, coalitions, and alliances. And, older values of control, 
mastery, and expertise are reformulated in rhetorical figures of dialogue, process, interaction, and 
negotiation’56. To illustrate this, Klein refers to several images used by other researchers. These 
include: the image of stereoscopic vision (when two eyes work together, three-dimensionality and 
depth are perceived); the rhizome which is a system of roots without a main root; the spider’s web 
with its multiple nodes of connection; tapestries with their warps and wefts. Recognising the 
holistic reality of the world, transdisciplinarity invites a focus beyond the discipline to the 
development of an overarching framework57 for dealing with complexity, heterogeneity and 
hybridity. This may manifest itself as a new discipline such as socio-biology, or a new field such as 
sustainability, both involving the development of a new discourse.  
 
My understanding at the moment then is that my association with a discipline is not about being in 
or belonging to some ‘thing’, rather it is about being at the ‘in-side of the limit’ of a dynamic and 
potentially changing assembly of relations that are directed to some aspect of the world in a 
reciprocal and culturally defined way.  
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